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Case Study:
Fire Response in Greece
Meeting Short- and Long-Term Needs
Immediate Response Meets Basic Needs
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Longer-Term: Protecting & Restoring Livelihoods

INTERNATIONAL ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN CHARITIES
Case Study: Ukraine Crisis Response
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Ramp Up to Response

• Partner communications
• Crisis Response Team
• Field assessments
• Fundraising
• Guidelines
Ukraine Crisis Response Guidelines

• Focus: Humanitarian imperative

• Balanced needs-based approach: short- and long-term

• Support Orthodox Church and other partners in their responses, in country and regionally

• Pan-Orthodox response

• Impact on Orthodoxy worldwide

• Duty of care: Safety and security of all
Safe Shelter for Women and Children
Emergency Aid in Ukraine
Support for Ukrainian Refugees in Greece
Matthew 25:31-46

I was hungry...

I was thirsty...

I was naked...
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